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Security of the EU’s gas supply: a structural issue that will last for decades 
to come
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Today: EU gas import infrastructure largely underutilized



EU gas system has a lot of flexibility – over the year

______________________
At aggregate level the EU has ample margin of 

flexibility
__________________
__________________

We could even accommodate the loss of the largest 
supplier 

__________________
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EU gas system has enough flexibility, even at the peak day
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______________________
Due to internal bottlenecks, 

some regional issues remain
__________________



Russia has the lowest cost gas – but we do not want to be
dependent on Russia
-> an unmitigated market does not work

Europe has enough flexibility – but it is not reliably available
when and where it is needed
-> need for a mechanism to maintain flexibiltiy and to make them
available when and where needed [and/or a mechanism to
discourage over-dependence]

Our proposal:

 Enhanced planning of EU infrastructure
 A New EU Market for Gas Security Margin

A European market-based approach for cheap and
secure gas imports



Each importer
&

each domestic producer

would be legally required to hold
a certain amount of alternative supplies in the books

EU Market for Gas Security Margin



How large would the security margin be?

Size of the margin to be determined at EU level on the basis of an 
agreed definition of emergency situation

Example: 20% of contracted gas demand for 1 year 
[or 50% of gas contracted with ‘pivotal’ suppliers]



What would count towards the security margin?

Up to each importer/domestic supplier to choose how to structure its 
portfolio to meet required margin

Wide range of options (more or less costly):
i) Interruptible contracts with industrial customers

ii) Option contracts with LNG suppliers
iii) Option contracts with pipeline suppliers

iv) Domestic production margin 
v) Fuel switching 

Pivotal suppliers not allowed to be part of security margin



How is the security margin activated?



• Cost of security margin to have two components:

i) Cost of maintaining the flexibility options;

ii) Cost of reserving the corresponding transport capacity

• Cost initially borne by importers/producers and then passed through to
final consumers

• EU-MGSM would reflect regional diversity: due to different infrastructure
endowment, less-interconnected regions will find it more costly to ensure
SoS

What will it cost?



 Consumers: as they will be allowed to consume the 
cheapest gas and are not forced to pay for the most 
expensive security options

 Gas infrastructure provider: as it provides an additional 
cash-flow to LNG-terminals, pipelines and storages that 
contribute to the margin

 Environment: as we do not lock-in unnecessary fossil 
fuel infrastructure

 Gas suppliers: as it depoliticises the gas sector

Many actors benefit





Thank you!

@GeorgZachmann



• Simply put, the new system would extend the existing gas storage obligations
adopted by some member states for SoS reasons:

> to the EU level

> to all gas system’s flexibility options

Back-up
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